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Abstract

We analyse the pattern of R&D network formation when wages are the outcome

of a strategic bargain between each �rm and its labour union. Within a three-�rm

industry, we show that R&D networks are sensitive to the distribution of bargain-

ing power over the wage rate. When the unions are relatively weak, a partial R&D

network that includes two �rms but excludes the third emerges in equilibrium. In

contrast, when the unions are relatively strong, a complete R&D network that in-

cludes all �rms emerges. These results are consistent with Mauleon et al.�s (2008)

analysis where �rms (or unions) do not share wage setting power. By generalising

to the full range of bargaining power, however, we are able to characterise precisely

when these network structures emerge and, importantly, to �nd a range of bargaining

powers for which there is no strongly stable equilibrium network. We analyse the

welfare properties of the model and discuss several empirical implications.
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1 Introduction

Links between trade unions and research and development (R&D) are well established in

the literature. From a theoretical perspective, such links can include the ways that unions

a¤ect strategic investment in R&D and their in�uence on the take-up of new technology

(Grout, 1984; Tauman and Weiss, 1987; Ulph and Ulph, 1994; 2001; Haucap and Wey,

2004). Both positive and negative impacts have emerged and, to some extent, empirical

work also re�ects this. Thus, US empirical evidence points towards a negative association

between unions and R&D (e.g. Hirsch, 1992), while it appears that there is no consistent

empirical pattern for Europe (e.g. Ulph and Ulph, 1989; Menezes-Filho, Ulph and Van

Reenen, 1998a, b).

Though plentiful, this literature often ignores an important feature of the R&D environ-

ment in many industries: the �locus of innovation�is not so much the individual �rm but a

network within which collaborating �rms are embedded (Powell, Koput and Smith-Doerr,

1996). This is perhaps most obvious in fast-growing innovative industries like computers,

telecommunications and pharmaceuticals: Roijakers and Hagedoorn (2006), among others,

identi�ed about 170 such partnerships in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry

in 1996. Yet network collaboration is also observed in more �traditional�industries. Thus,

for example, Sanz-Menéndez and García (1997), Holmström and Roberts (1998), Love and

Roper (2009) and Becker and Dietz (2004) identify such activity in Spanish, Japanese, UK,

German and Irish manufacturing; while R&D networks between manufacturing �rms and

universities are also increasingly common (e.g. see Veugelers and Cassiman, 2005).1 Our

paper recognises this situation by examining how network formation (as opposed to only

R&D expenditure or e¤ort) is a¤ected by the presence of trade unions.

There are two strands of the R&D literature that do take account of inter-�rm collab-

oration. One, on research joint ventures (RJVs) typically considers cooperative collabora-

1Of course, inter-university research networks are an increasingly common academic phenomenon too.
See Paier and Scherngell�s (2008) and Scherngell and Barber�s (2009) analyses of European framework
initiatives.
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tions.2 The other, which we develop, examines the establishment of R&D networks as a

result of non-cooperative decisions taken by �rms and, as such, treats network formation

as an endogenous decision.3 The �rst paper to consider the in�uence of product market

competition on network formation is Goyal and Moraga-González (2001), who develop a

three-stage game. In Stage 1, �rms decide their bilateral collaborative links prior to choos-

ing a level of cost-reducing investment in Stage 2, and then competing in a Cournot fashion

(Stage 3). The authors show that the potential for knowledge sharing between collabo-

rating �rms creates incentives to forge network links but these are tempered by �public�

spillovers from network members to non-members that tend to dilute the resulting com-

petitive advantage in the product market. As a result, within the context of a three-�rm

industry, the equilibrium network either involves all �rms (i.e. is �complete�) or exhibits

an insider/outsider pattern (i.e. is �partial�).4 Recently, this seminal contribution has been

extended in a number of directions (see e.g. Deroian and Gannon, 2006; Goyal, Kono-

valov and Moraga-González, 2008; Zikos, 2010; Zu, Dong, Zhao and Zhang, 2011; Zirulia,

2012). Only Mauleon, Sempere-Monerris and Vannetelbosch (2008), however, look at trade

unions and network formation. They compare polar cases in which either unions or �rms

possess all the wage bargaining power. Their main theoretical prediction (p. 971) is that

stronger unions promote the formation of R&D networks. This is because stronger unions

are better equipped to appropriate surplus arising from lower production costs brought

about by within-network R&D spillovers and, since the resulting increase in wages has

2See, for example, d�Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988), Suzumura (1992), Poyago-Theotoky (1995)
and Amir (2000); Kamien, Muller and Zang (1992) o¤er a non-cooperative model which they call �RJV
competition�. Caloghirou, Ioannides and Vonortas (2003) survey the RJV literature.

3A focus on non-cooperative activity is consistent with anecdotal evidence that �rms often do not trust
their partners (e.g. Narula and Hagedoorn, 1999). It also captures the fact that investment decisions cannot
be easily observed and veri�ed �thus, it is very di¢ cult, even impossible, to write complete contracts on
investment decisions. Further, our modelling choices are supported by empirical evidence and stylized
facts. For instance, Caloghirou et al. (2003) document a substantial increase of non-equity alliances, such
as R&D networks, relative to equity forms, such as RJVs, reaching an overall share of more than 85 percent
by the mid-1990s. This trend re�ects that non-equity types of alliances allow collaborating �rms to be
more �exible and thereby adapt more e¤ectively to an environment of rapid technological advances and
uncertainty (Narula and Hagedoorn, 1999).

4Song and Vannetelbosch (2007) develop this result by showing that networks which include two of the
�rms but exclude a third are the unique strongly stable network structure provided that public spillovers
are su¢ ciently low.
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product market e¤ects, �rms have an incentive to internalise this by inviting more network

members.5 This is an interesting result but it also raises the question of what happens at

interior levels of relative bargaining power: is the relationship between bargaining power

and the completeness of the network structure a �smooth�transition towards more com-

plete networks? If not, what types of equilibrium networks emerge (if at all) and when

do the switches between them occur? As well as being signi�cant for existing models, we

suggest that these questions are of empirical relevance given the changes in union density

and bargaining power that have been documented in recent years.6 As such, our paper

develops this literature by examining the full range of union/�rm wage bargaining power

and its e¤ects on R&D network architecture.

To do this, we develop an endogenous network formation model where wage rates are

the outcome of a decentralised bargain between each �rm and its (�rm-speci�c) labour

union.7 A natural way to examine which network architectures will emerge endogenously

is to adopt Jackson and Wolinsky�s (1996) pairwise stability concept. This concept allows

for deviations by a pair of �rms at a time. We also enrich the network formation process

to encompass deviations by a coalition of �rms. Indeed, we consider the concept of strong

stability developed by Jackson and Van de Nouweland (2005), which allows a group of

�rms, rather than a single pair, to alter their competitive position by forming or deleting

several links at a time.

We demonstrate that, under certain conditions, di¤erent network architectures can be

5Manasakis and Petrakis (2009) provide related work, which looks at union structures and research
incentives. They develop a duopoly model and show that, under di¤erent unionisation structures, the
incentives of �rms to form RJVs are sensitive to the level of public spillovers. They do not examine the
endogenous creation of R&D networks.

6Visser (2006) charts declines in union density across 24 economies between 1970 and 2003. Blanch�ower
and Bryson (2008) analyse the decline in union wage premiums that have occurred in the UK across a
similar period, and a concomitant decline in union bargaining power. Of course, as Caju et al. (2008)
remark, trade unions remain an important feature of the industrial relations landscape in most Western
economies.

7The idea of union-�rm wage bargaining was �rst formalised by McDonald and Solow (1981) in the
context of a competitive product market. Davidson (1988), Dowrick (1989), Cramton and Tracy (1992) and
others have extended this work in relation to (say) imperfectly competitive product markets and dynamic
wage bargaining with asymmetric information. Our paper, like those of Davidson and Dowrick, assumes
that product market interaction between �rms is characterised by Cournot competition. In Section 7 we
also discuss the e¤ects of downstream Bertrand competition.
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stable as bargaining power varies. Speci�cally, if the unions are very weak in the wage

bargain, then the partial network �an insider/outsider formation �is strongly stable. In

the partial network, the linked �rms can a¤ord higher wages compared to the isolated �rm

because of their superior access to lower costs through R&D. This wage premium in turn

limits the success of the linked �rms in the product market. As long as unions are very

weak, linked �rms do not su¤er a lot in product market competition, and thus, the partial

network emerges. If, however, unions are relatively powerful then linked �rms bene�t

by bringing into the network their isolated counterpart: e¢ ciencies and therefore wage

rates are equalised. As a result, the complete network in which all �rms are �connected�

becomes strongly stable. Importantly, however, for intermediate levels of union bargaining

power, no network is strongly stable. Thus, while our model generalises Mauleon et al.�s

(2008) to the full range of union/�rm bargaining power, our �ndings do not. In particular,

any potentially smooth transition towards more complete networks that might be inferred

from their results is only true up to a point: our main result is that for intermediate

levels of wage bargaining power there is no strongly stable equilibrium network and, thus,

no straightforward transition towards larger networks as unions become stronger. This is

because the two forces described above work against each other when �rms and unions can

both exert su¢ cient opposite pressure on wages (and prices). This �nding a¤ects the social

optimality of network formation: when strongly stable networks are formed, we �nd that

these are socially optimal but the non-existence of strongly stable networks at intermediate

levels of bargaining power is not socially optimal and suggests a role for the kinds of pro-

network policy often observed in the OECD �see Klette, Møen and Griliches (2000). We

conclude that union bargaining power plays an important, yet complex, role in explaining

the structure of the equilibrium network formation.

As well as a conceptual contribution, we note that the paper may also have empirical

uses. Evidence in Roijakers and Hagedoorn (2006) suggests that the evolution of newly

established R&D alliances follows a cyclical pattern. If this is to be explained, we need

to understand how other trends (occurring at the same time) may have in�uenced such
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networks. We have already noted that trade union density (and bargaining power) appear

to have declined over this period, so our results may help to provide information about

controls in future empirical work in this area.8 At the same time, we note Narula and

Hagedoorn�s (1999) observation that many R&D networks fail: something that may be

consistent with our lack of a strongly stable equilibrium network at intermediate levels of

bargaining power.

The paper is set out as follows. Section 2 presents the model before Sections 3-5 address

the following questions: How does union/�rm bargaining power a¤ect (i) a �rm�s wage rate;

(ii) R&D investment; (iii) the network architectures which emerge endogenously; and (iv)

are these outcomes socially optimal? They do this by studying in turn the e¤ects of bar-

gaining power on subgame perfect wage levels, R&D e¤orts and, with this information,

network formation. Section 6 considers the social optimality of the equilibrium networks

while Section 7 discusses a number of extensions to the model. Section 8 presents conclu-

sions. The key elements of the proofs for the results are contained in Appendices.

2 The model

Sequence of moves

We modify the network formation model proposed by Goyal and Moraga-González

(2001), and Mauleon et al. (2008) by allowing each �rm to bargain over its wage with a

local union. Firms and unions play a four-stage game. In Stage 1, �rms choose simulta-

neously their pairwise links in order to share their R&D results. A collection of such links

de�nes a network of R&D collaboration, as shown in Figure 1. In Stage 2, �rms choose

simultaneously and independently their R&D investments. In Stage 3, each union-�rm pair

negotiates over its wage. In Stage 4, �rms engage in Cournot product market competition.9

8It is worth noting that R&D alliances are often followed by mergers (Narula and Hagedoorn, 2004).
In this light, our analysis can, in a broader perspective, be thought of as focusing on the pre-merger phase,
where �rms have an opportunity not only to develop their technological capabilities but also to become
familiar with their partners. In other words, our analysis can be seen as complementing the literature on
downstream mergers among unionised �rms (see e.g. Lommerud, Straume and Sørgard, 2005; 2006).

9The Cournot assumption is standard in this �eld but, as noted earlier, we discuss the possible e¤ects
of an alternative (Bertrand) assumption in Section 7.
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The sequence of moves re�ects the relative degree of commitment of the di¤erent decisions.

That is, the selection of collaborative links (Stage 1) is a long-run and strategic decision.10

This captures anecdotal evidence that the establishment of collaborative agreements re-

quires �strong commitment� from the participating �rms (Narula and Hagedoorn, 1999,

p. 287). Likewise, the R&D decisions (Stage 2) precede the wage negotiations between

unions and �rms (Stage 3). This sequencing is motivated by the observation that by its

very nature R&D activity is uncertain and, as such, it may require a relatively long time

to come into fruition; while wages are typically easier to alter.

[Insert Figure 1: Network Architectures]

Marginal costs and R&D e¤orts

Production of the �nal good combines both labour and non-labour inputs in �xed

proportion (see Mauleon et al., 2008). We assume that one unit of output requires one

unit of labour and a given amount of non-labour inputs (at initial cost �c). Firms can

reduce the non-labour component of their marginal cost by carrying out (process) R&D

investments at cost �(ei) = e2i ,  > 0;
11 this re�ects diminishing returns to the level of

R&D e¤ort ei. For simplicity, we set  = 1 which ensures non-negativity of all equilibrium

variables. Thus, by investing an amount e2i in R&D, each �rm can lower its marginal cost

by ei due to its own e¤ort.12

Collaborative links serve to pool R&D results �thus, �rms can attain a further cost

reduction.13 Given a network g, a collection of R&D e¤orts fei(g)i2Ng and wage wi, �rm

i�s marginal cost is given by14

10Indeed, in Stage 1 �rms anticipate the e¤ects of their network formation decisions on the second, third
and fourth-stage outcomes.
11This corresponds to a reduction of the capital/labour ratio within a Leontief production function.
12Deroian and Gannon (2006) develop a model of quality-improving R&D, as opposed to our process

R&D. Their results are qualitatively similar to those derived by others using the more common assumption
of process R&D, at least for su¢ ciently homogeneous products.
13Our results would be very similar qualitatively in an alternative framework where R&D is aimed at

enhancing the productivity of the labour input, given that the production technology exhibits constant
returns to scale (so that qi = li).
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ci(fei(g)i2Ng; wi) = (wi + �c)� ei �
X

j2Ni(g)

ej: (1)

Note that this set-up assumes that network members enjoy the full �private�spillover e¤ects

of each other�s R&D while non-members gain no �public�spillover e¤ect at all. Variations

are clearly possible here and we return to this in Section 7 (and Footnote 18). The last two

terms on the right of Equation (1), ei+
P

j2Ni(g) ej, capture the �e¤ective�R&D investment

of �rm i, which depends on �rm i�s own investment ei and the investments of its R&D

partners. Given a network g, we de�ne total e¤ective R&D investment X(g) �a measure

of the extent of overall cost reduction �as the sum of the e¤ective R&D investments of all

�rms in the industry.

Labour market

Workers are organised in labour unions. Following Mauleon et al. (2008) and Ulph and

Ulph (1989, 1994, 2001), among others, we postulate that each �rm faces a separate labour

union.15 Each union is endowed with a large enough pool of labour, so that it can satisfy

any level of employment its �rm would like to require. If li is the level of employment and

wi is the wage, then union i�s utility function is given by

Ui(wi; li) = (wi � �w)li; (2)

where �w is the workers�reservation wage; we set �w = 0, as its level is inconsequential in a

qualitative sense.

14We retain the assumption of (ex ante) symmetric cost, which is commonplace in the R&D network
literature. In equilibrium, costs may di¤er across �rms depending on the exact network architecture and
the place a �rm occupies within it.
15Union/�rm bargaining may actually take place at a number of levels. Our assumption, however, re�ects

the empirical observation that such negotiations are often formally conducted at the level of each individual
enterprise: Caju et al. (2008) note that �company level� bargaining is �very usual� in 23 European
countries, the US and Japan (p. 15). Indeed, even where a �rm is not fully unionised, the wages negotiated
with its unionised workforce will often determine those for their non-unionised counterparts (Visser, 2006).
Roberts (1997) analyses the �rm�s and union�s choice of wage bargaining level. An interesting alternative
interpretation of our assumption is the case of international R&D collaboration where, in principle, each
national company could be negotiating with a national union or in an economy with coordinated wage
setting (Nickell, 2003). Such global R&D collaboration is increasingly common (OECD, 2008); indeed Bas
and Carluccio (2009) suggest that it can be motivated by the desire to dilute centralised wage bargaining
with a union.
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We assume that each �rm bargains over the wage with its respective union.16 Thus

we model wage negotiations by invoking the Nash equilibrium of simultaneous generalised

Nash bargaining problems. Letting � and 1� �, 0 < � � 1, denote the bargaining powers

of the union and �rm i, respectively, then wi is chosen to maximise the Nash bargaining

product


i = max
wi
(Ui)

�(�i)
1��; (3)

given the outcome of the simultaneously-run negotiations of the other two bargaining

pairs.17 ;18

Pro�ts

In the product market, we assume that �rms face a linear inverse demand curve P (Q) =

a�Q, where Q =
P

i2N qi and a > �w+�c.19 The pro�ts of �rm i in network g are given by

�i(g) = [a� qi(g)�
X
j 6=i

qj(g)� ci(g)]qi(g)� [ei(g)]2: (4)

Notation

We shall regularly need to refer to the choice variables (e.g. w or e) of a particular �rm

in a particular network. We therefore use the following notation. To begin, we distinguish

the various possible network positions that a �rm can occupy: it can be a member of an

empty network (we label such a �rm as E); it can be a linked �rm in a partial network

16This simpli�cation is consistent with empirical evidence, which does not provide strong support for
e¢ cient bargaining (i.e. over both wages and employment) � see e.g. Menezes-Filho and Van Reenen
(2003).
17Wages could, of course, be set non-cooperatively, introducing prospects such as pendulum/�nal-o¤er

arbitration (Farber, 1980), asymmetric information, strikes and delay (Hart, 1989; Cramton and Tracy,
1992). We return to this in Section 7.
18We now have su¢ cient detail to make clear precisely how our model di¤ers from Goyal and Moraga-

González (2001) and from Mauleon et al. (2008). Goyal and Moraga-González study a three-�rm setting
where various degrees of �public�spillover are possible, but the role of unions is not modeled. Mauleon et
al. study a setting where the union bargaining power, �, is either 0 or 1 and various degrees of �private�
spillovers are possible. For us, as mentioned after Equation (1), private spillovers are �full�and there are
no public spillovers; while � 2 (0; 1]. Usefully, we can con�rm that our results replicate Mauleon et al.�s
when � is 0 and 1 and there are full private spillovers.
19Linear product demand is typical in existing models of R&D networks. Similarly, we also retain the

assumption of homogeneous goods, as it allows us to focus sharply on the trade-o¤ between �collaboration�
at the network formation stage (and the concomitant e¢ ciency improvement) and �competition� in the
product market. This trade-o¤ is documented in OECD (2001).
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(we call such a �rm L) or an isolated �rm in such a network (I); it can be a hub (H) or a

spoke (S) �rm in a star network; or it can be completely linked in a complete network (C).

Thus, for a hypothetical choice variable x, a �rm will choose xJ where J 2 fE;L; I;H; S; Cg

captures its position in its given network. For example, in Figure 1, Firm A will choose

xE, xL, xH or xC depending on whether it is in network ge, gp, gs or gc respectively. By

symmetry, �rms B and C will also choose xE in ge, and xC in gc; whereas in gp, �rm C will

choose xI while �rms B and C will choose xS in gs.

2.1 Equilibrium concepts

We solve the model backwards and, having determined Cournot quantities, wages and R&D

decisions we turn to Stage 1, the network formation stage, in order to characterise the set

of �stable�networks. Our characterisation makes use of two well-established equilibrium

concepts �pairwise stability and strong stability.

The concept of pairwise stability has been proposed by Jackson and Wolinsky (1996).

It says that a network is pairwise stable if no pair of �rms want to delete unilaterally one

of their links, and no other two �rms want to set up a new link between them (with one

bene�ting strictly and the other at least weakly). Consider an ordering of the four networks

according to their links: fge; gp; gs; gcg. Then pairwise stability considers a deviation to a

neighbouring network architecture.

Pairwise stability can be thought of as a necessary condition for stability � thus, to

derive our main results we use the concept of strong stability.20 Following Jackson and

Van de Nouweland (2005), we say that network is strongly stable if it survives all possible

changes in its R&D links by any coalition of agents �because at least one member of the

coalition would be worse o¤ and �block�the deviation. Thus strong stability, a re�nement

of the notion of pairwise stability, allows group deviations between any two of the network

architectures above.
20Because strong stability is a re�nement of pairwise stability, a strongly stable network is necessarily

pairwise stable.
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3 Network structures and wage rates

In this section we start to work backwards through the stages of the R&D game by inves-

tigating the wage responses by union/�rm wage negotiators to the formation of additional

R&D links. This e¤ect, along with the potential changes in �rms�R&D e¤orts, as the

number of partner �rms in a network increases, is crucial for the equilibrium properties of

each network structure as well as the ultimate choice of network structure itself.

Proposition 1 presents the e¤ects of network architecture and relative bargaining power

on wages. They are driven by the fact that forging a network link, ceteris paribus, has the

spillover e¤ect of lowering marginal costs, raising output and, thus, increasing wages as

unions attempt to extract a larger rent from the consequent increase in sales. For example,

a �rm�s move from position E (in ge) to position L (i.e. to be a linked �rm in gp) generates

wL > wE. Similarly, the �rm that remains �unlinked�during this move sees its wage fall:

wE > wI . This pattern re�ects Grout�s (1984) hold-up problem, for a given level of �. This

hold-up is, naturally, ampli�ed by higher � �that is, @wJ=@� > 0, 8J 2 fE;L; I;H; S; Cg.

Proposition 1 The ranking of wages in the subgame perfect equilibrium is as follows:

wH T wL > wC > wE T wS > wI , where wH < wL i¤ � < �0w ' 0:16 and wE > wS i¤ � <

�00w ' 0:94.

Proof. See Appendix C.

Thus, an expansion of a �rm�s R&D network typically causes its wage to increase. In

contrast, a �rm�s wage decreases when the other two �rms form a collaborative link. The

two ambiguous inequalities are both consistent with the growing hold-up problem as �

increases since moves from L to H and E to S both represent the addition of a link for the

�rm.
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4 R&D investments and free-rider e¤ects

Our results for R&D investments are presented in Figure 2. We note that equilibrium

outcomes (see Appendix B) depend only on �, except for a scale parameter which we

normalise to 1.21 When � = 0, the rankings are consistent with Goyal and Moraga-

González (2001), where the role of unions is not modeled, and Mauleon et al. (2008). At

this point, the Figure suggests that forging an additional link is not conducive to R&D

e¤ort (i.e. eE > eL > eH). This is because the new link o¤ers one�s partner(s) a bene�cial

cost spillover and, thus, moderates R&D incentives within the network. The Figure further

shows that facing an additional link also lowers R&D e¤ort (i.e. eE > eI , eL > eS and

eH > eC), because it means losing market share (since cost spillovers are restricted to the

network) and necessitates reducing own-costs by lowering R&D expenditure.

[Insert Figure 2: Firm-Speci�c R&D E¤orts]

As Figure 2 shows, increasing � yields a straightforward relationship between all the

R&D e¤ort levels except eI ; we therefore begin with those. Clearly, deJ=d� < 0 for

J = fL;E; S;H;Cg; the explanation being that stronger unions extract more of the surplus

generated by the spillover e¤ects enjoyed by networked �rms and, thus, reduce the incentive

to invest. The rankings are robust to higher � with the exception of eE and eL, where

eL T eE as � S 0:04: stronger unions take their toll faster on linked �rms in a partial

network than on the member of an empty network.

The behaviour if eI di¤ers markedly from the above: rather than declining monotoni-

cally as � increases, eI exhibits an inverse-U shape, intersecting with all the e¤ort curves

except eE from below. Thus, having started with the lowest R&D e¤ort when � = 0, the

isolated �rm in gp ends with the second highest R&D e¤ort when � = 1. The rationale

21As such, we follow Goyal and Moraga-González (2001) and Mauleon et al. (2008), inter alia, in using
Figures to prove our remaining propositions. In general, these are simpler to present than the formal proofs,
and also illustrate the co-evolution of the di¤erent equilibrium variables (with respect to �). The exception
is Proposition 1, where the relevant curves illustrating the subgame perfect wage rates are sometimes �very
close�, thus rendering a formal proof more helpful.
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follows from the fact that R&D e¤orts between the linked and isolated �rms are strategic

substitutes. Hence, a lower R&D e¤ort of the linked �rms induces the isolated �rm to exert

greater e¤ort, as long as the unions are not too powerful. Thus, the cost advantage that

linked �rms enjoy over their rival is (partially) dissipated by stronger unions. Indeed, the

relative cost advantage of the linked �rms decreases to such an extent �when bargaining

power crosses a certain threshold �that the isolated �rm engages in even more R&D than

a linked �rm does. At the same time, as Proposition 1 suggests, the isolated �rm faces

a relatively lower wage rate, which further reduces the competitive strength of the linked

�rms.

As with � = 0, the rankings when � = 1 accord with Mauleon et al., but the inter-

mediate behaviour is new and, especially in the case of eI , not readily inferred from their

analysis of �all-or-nothing�bargaining power. In fact, the R&D e¤ort curves in Figure 2

(including eI) follow a similar pattern to the corresponding curves in Goyal and Moraga-

González (2001), implying that public spillovers (from linked �rms to unlinked ones) have

a qualitatively similar e¤ect to the bargaining power of the unions. This is particularly

relevant to the partial network (i.e. eL and eI) �both higher bargaining power and public

spillovers decrease the cost asymmetry between the linked �rms and their isolated counter-

part. As we show in Section 5, this analogy does not stretch to the formation of equilibrium

networks because the endogenous wages in our model add an extra element to cost and

pro�tability and this complicates the stability properties of the di¤erent networks.

We summarise our results on R&D e¤orts as follows:

Proposition 2 The ranking of R&D e¤orts in the subgame perfect equilibrium is as follows

For � < 0:04; eL > eE

For � > 0:04; eE > eL

9>=>; > eS > eH > eC :

In addition, eI is initially the smallest R&D e¤ort but, as � increases, eI increases beyond

eC, eH , eS and eL in turn.

Proof. See Figure 2.
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Combining Propositions 1 and 2 suggests that more heavily linked �rms �despite a

lower individual R&D e¤ort �often pay higher wages than �rms with fewer links. For

instance, the hub �rm in the star network faces a relatively higher wage while it exerts a

lower R&D e¤ort compared to a �rm in the empty network. This is because the hub �rm

has access to the R&D stocks of both its partners. Therefore, the (e¤ective) R&D stock

within-network increases, which leads the unions to exercise their bargaining muscle by

demanding higher wage rates.

[Insert Figure 3: Aggregate E¤ective R&D Investment]

Our �nal result explores how the aggregate level of e¤ective R&D, X(g), a measure of

the extent of cost reduction in an industry, evolves with the bargaining power of the unions.

De�ne �0X and �
00
X as the solutions to the equations X(g

p) = X(gs) and X(gs) = X(gc),

respectively.22 From Figure 3 we observe that �0X and �
00
X exist and are unique. Figure 3

further suggests that the number of e¤ective R&D-maximising collaborations increase with

the bargaining power of the unions. The following Proposition summarises this position.

Proposition 3 For low levels of union bargaining power, � 2 [0; �0X ], the partial network

maximises total e¤ective R&D. For intermediate levels of bargaining power, � 2 [�0X ; �00X ],

the star network is total e¤ective R&D-maximising, while for high levels of bargaining

power, � 2 [�00X ; 1], the complete network maximises total e¤ective R&D, where �0X � 0:32

and �00X � 0:86.

Proof. See Figure 3.

The intuition is as follows. When unions are weak, there is relatively little hold-up �

therefore, the asymmetries between �rms in the partial network are relatively pronounced.

In contrast, as unions become more powerful, linked �rms have to pay a wage premium

compared to their isolated counterpart �so the attractiveness of the star network increases.

22The expressions for total e¤ective R&D investment are given in Appendix B.
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Likewise, when unions are very powerful, the relative competitive advantage of the hub in

the star network is partially dissipated. Therefore, the complete network becomes an e¤ec-

tive R&D-maximising architecture. We conclude that the number of links that maximise

total e¤ective R&D increase with respect to the union bargaining power, �.

5 Equilibrium R&D networks

In this section we derive the equilibrium of the entire game. Thus we proceed to solve

Stage 1, the network formation stage, by applying the de�nitions of pairwise stability and

strong stability. This leads us to the following Proposition.

Proposition 4 (i) The complete network is always pairwise stable but strongly stable if

unions possess su¢ ciently high bargaining power, � 2 [�00st; 1], where �00st � 0:89. (ii) The

partial network is pairwise stable and strongly stable if the bargaining power of the unions

is su¢ ciently low, � 2 [0; �0st], where �0st � 0:0452. (iii) Neither the star nor the empty

network is ever pairwise stable.

Proof. See Figure 4.

Part (i) is proved as follows. Pairwise stability requires that a �rm in the position C

earns more than one in position S �that is, �C > �S. From Figure 4, this inequality

always holds and ensures that no �rm will unilaterally sever its link to become an S-�rm.

Of course, this also shows that the star network is not pairwise stable, as part (iii) reports.

Turning to strong stability, while a three-�rm coalition will not switch to ge �and deviation

to gs is ruled out by pairwise stability �under certain circumstances, a two-�rm coalition

will force a deviation to gp. More speci�cally, strong stability is implied by �C > �L,

which holds for � � �00st � 0:89, i.e. su¢ ciently powerful unions. Thus, as part (i) of the

Proposition indicates, reversal of the condition �C > �L for su¢ ciently low � destabilises

the complete network.

The asymmetric nature of the industry structure under gp is attractive to an L-�rm

when � is low because the cost savings which are high (see Figure 4) are not o¤set by market
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price increases induced by hold-out. As � rises, the cost advantage falls and internalising

price rises through inclusive networks is the dominant strategy. Consequently, the complete

network emerges when unions are relatively powerful, as part (i) of the Proposition states.

Part (ii) is proved as follows. Pairwise stability requires �L > �E � a linked �rm

in gp earns more than it earns as an unlinked �rm in ge (see Figure 4). This is always

true and also implies that the empty network is not pairwise stable, as part (iii) reports.

Because �I < �S (an S-�rm earns more than the I-�rm), pairwise stability further requires

�L > �H �an L-�rm earns more than the H-�rm. In turn, this holds as long as union

bargaining power is close to zero, i.e. � � �0st � 0:0452. From part (i) we know that

�L > �C if � < �
00
st. Then it follows immediately that the partial network is both pairwise

stable and strongly stable within the same range of � values, � � �0st. Again, this result

comes from the relative ranking of �L and �C , and how this may depend on the level of

�, as explained above.

Allowing the union bargaining power to vary, Proposition 5 gives us our key result:

Proposition 5 When bargaining power is low (i.e. � 2 [0; �0st]), the partial network is

strongly stable; for intermediate levels of bargaining power (i.e. � 2 [�0st; �00st]), no strongly

stable network exists; and for high levels of bargaining power (i.e. � 2 [�00st; 1]), the complete

network is strongly stable.

Proof. Result follows immediately from Proposition 4.

As mentioned above, the present result can be explained by considering the relative

ranking of �C and �L, and how this varies with �. Importantly, as Proposition 5 reports,

there is no �smooth�transition from the complete to the partial network as � decreases �

that is, no network is strongly stable for intermediate levels of union bargaining power.

This is an important, yet complex, �nding regarding the impact of union bargaining power

on R&D network formation. Thus, while our analysis generalises Mauleon et al.�s (2008),

our results do not: the density of the R&D network (and thus �rms� incentive to forge

links) is shown to depend upon the distribution of bargaining power in what might be
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termed a �non-monotone�manner.23

6 Social welfare and policy implications

We have already analysed �rms� incentives to collaborate in R&D. In this section our

interest is in understanding whether �market forces�governing network formation will lead

to socially desirable outcomes. In other words, will equilibrium networks promote social

welfare? Clearly, such analysis is important in framing the optimal technology policy in

unionised sectors.

We adopt the standard de�nition of social welfare as the sum of consumers�surplus,

producers�pro�ts and union utility. Formally, social welfare in network g is given by:

SW (g) =
[Q(g)]2

2
+

3X
i=1

�i(g) +
3X
i=1

wi(g)li(g);

where Q(g) =
P3

i=1 qi(g). In Figure 5 we plot welfare levels for the di¤erent networks.
24

De�ne �0sw and �
00
sw as the solutions to the equations SW (g

p) = SW (gs) and SW (gs) =

SW (gc), respectively. From Figure 5 we see that �0sw and �
00
sw exist and are unique. The

Figure suggests the welfare ranking of network structures is sensitive to the level of union

bargaining power.

Proposition 6 For low levels of union bargaining power, � 2 [0; �0sw], the partial network

is socially optimal. For intermediate levels of bargaining power, � 2 [�0sw; �00sw], the star

network is socially optimal, while for high levels of bargaining power, � 2 [�00sw; 1], the

complete network is socially optimal, where �0sw � 0:18 and �00sw � 0:74.

Proof. See Figure 5.

The intuition is straightforward. Wages are merely a transfer from employers to workers

and, as such, cannot in�uence social welfare.25 We have seen, however, that wages can
23As an immediate corollary, we also identify the full range of bargaining powers for which Mauleon et

al.�s results hold: � =2 [�0st; �00st].
24The relevant expressions for social welfare are reported in Appendix B.
25This means that the term

P3
i=1 wi(g)li(g) cancels out within the social welfare expression.
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impact R&D investments and thus product prices. Clearly, if product prices fall then

consumers�welfare increases. This line of reasoning is supported by the relative ranking

of welfare levels in Figure 5 �the same pattern as for total (e¤ective) R&D investment

emerges (recall Figure 3).

[Insert Figure 5: Social Welfare]

A comparison of Propositions 4 and 6 reveals that the strongly stable formations �the

complete and the partial network �are socially optimal. As it turns out though stability

and social welfare are not aligned within the intermediate range of � values. In this case,

we have found that there is no strongly stable network but, as Proposition 6 shows, network

structures containing links between �rms are socially optimal. Thus, a con�ict between

stability and social welfare is likely to arise, when � 2 [�0st; �00st] �see Figure 6. We may

conclude that, in the pursuit of their private interests, �rms may not necessarily achieve

an outcome that is also bene�cial from a social point of view.26 The following Proposition

summarises.

Proposition 7 If bargaining power is either low or high (i.e. � 2 [0; �0st] or � 2 [�00st; 1]),

private and social incentives for R&D collaboration are always aligned; while for interme-

diate levels of bargaining power (i.e. � 2 [�0st; �00st]), there is a con�ict between private and

social incentives.

Proof. The result follows immediately from Propositions 4 and 6.

[Insert Figure 6: The Con�ict between Private and Social Incentives]

26Mauleon et al. do not study the welfare properties of networks under union bargaining; instead they
simply rank industry pro�ts. We have performed a similar ranking exercise for pro�ts (across the full
range of �) and can con�rm that these are consistent with the welfare rankings in Proposition 6.
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The present result points toward some tentative policy implications. Speci�cally, when

� is either low or high, it suggests a laissez-faire policy regarding collaborative R&D. In

contrast, given the divergence between private incentives and societal ones for intermediate

levels of �, it suggests that there is room for government intervention. Indeed, public policy

could take a variety of forms to promote appropriate network formation (e.g. through

provision of R&D subsidies). This role for public policy appears to be consistent with a

great deal of the empirical evidence: the Eureka and European Union Framework programs

for Science and Technology (Marín and Siotis, 2008); the SEMATECH program in the US

electronic components industry (Irwin and Klenow, 1996); and similar initiatives in the

Japanese semi-conductor and other hi-tech industries (Branstetter and Sakakibara, 2002).

Importantly, the active promotion of R&D network formation � apart from reducing a

potential con�ict between stability and social welfare � may also imply other positive

spillover e¤ects. For instance, in our setting, it may help to raise �rms�(e¤ective) R&D

investments and, thus, the extent of cost reduction that is applied to production (see

Proposition 3 and Figure 3).27

7 Extensions

We �nally discuss a number of ways in which our model may be extended.

Union versus �rm preferences over collaboration links

The analysis has assumed that �rms choose their collaboration links to share R&D

results. Do unions have similar preferences concerning the choice of collaboration links

or is there a potential con�ict between the preferences of unions and �rms? It is fairly

straightforward to show that, if unions choose the links, then the complete network is

always pairwise stable but never strongly stable; while the partial network is both pairwise

stable and strongly stable, as long as the unions are not too powerful (i.e. as long as

27That is, if � 2 [0:0452; 0:32], the partial network maximises total e¤ective R&D; if � 2 [0:32; 0:86], the
star network is total e¤ective R&D-maximising while if � 2 [0:86; 0:89], the complete network maximises
total e¤ective R&D. Neither of these networks is strongly stable within the corresponding range of � values.
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� � 0:16). To prove pairwise stability for the complete network requires several results

(available on request). To start, note that UC > US �the union of a C-�rm enjoys higher

utility than the union of an S-�rm; of course, this also implies that gs is not pairwise

stable. However, gc is not strongly stable because UC < UL, 8�. Turning to the partial

network, note that UE < UL (so ge is not pairwise stable); US > UI 8�, and UL > UH if

� � 0:16. The �nal two inequalities, together with our observation above that UC < UL,

establish that gp is both pairwise stable and strongly stable for su¢ ciently low �. Thus,

like in our original model where �rms choose the links, there is a range of parameter values

(i.e. � > 0:16) where no network is strongly stable. We conclude that the preferences of

the unions regarding network formation are to a signi�cant extent consistent with those of

the �rms (but may not be aligned when � 2 [0:0452; 0:16] [ [0:89; 1]).

Bertrand competition

Throughout we have followed the standard assumption that �rms engage in homogenous-

goods Cournot competition in the product market. What what would happen if we assumed

di¤erentiated-goods Bertrand competition instead? In this setting, it is possible to char-

acterise analytically the equilibrium network only when bargaining power rests with the

�rms (i.e. � = 0) or the unions (i.e. � = 1).28 In this variant, the partial network is not

stable. Intuitively, linked �rms set a lower retail price than their isolated counterpart as

they enjoy superior access to lower costs through R&D. Because retail prices are strategic

complements, the lower price of the linked �rms induces the isolated �rm to set a lower

price as well �thus, the competitive advantage of the linked �rms is (partially) dissipated.

The weaker competitive position of the linked �rms endows them with an incentive to

invite new joiners, so the complete network emerges. The role of union bargaining power

here is fairly straightforward: as � increases, linked �rms become even keener to relax

price competition as they have to relinquish more rent to strong trade unions, thus further

encouraging the complete network.29 It is an open question whether results generalise to

28We also require an additional assumption that products are su¢ ciently di¤erentiated, i.e.  2 [0; 0:5],
in order to ensure that all �rms remain active under a given network architecture.
29Plots illustrating this result are available from the authors on request.
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any level of union bargaining power.

Knowledge spillovers

Our analysis makes the assumption that �rms enjoy full �private�spillovers, while �pub-

lic�spillovers are absent. As explained in Section 2 (and Footnote 18), Goyal and Moraga-

González (2001) study the role of public spillovers, so they assume �in line with us �that

private spillovers are full (given � = 0). Instead, Mauleon et al. (2008) look at various

degrees of private spillovers (when � = 0 and � = 1). Having said this, it is fairly straight-

forward to understand how alternative ways of introducing spillovers to the model might

in�uence the stable network formations. For instance, consider Mauleon et al.�s approach

of private spillovers. This introduces two opposing forces to our baseline model: While

union bargaining power � tends to weaken the competitive position of linked �rms in the

partial network, private spillovers (say, of strength �) work in the opposite direction. This

suggests that when � is low but � is high, the spillover e¤ect dominates the union wage ef-

fect �therefore, the partial network emerges as a strongly stable architecture. In contrast,

as � increases and thus the union e¤ect on wages gets stronger, the corresponding level of

private spillovers must be relatively low for the union e¤ect to be dominant. In that case,

the complete network emerges as the unique strongly stable architecture. Finally, as in

our original model, no network is strongly stable for all other (�intermediate�) parameter

con�gurations.30

Other forms of wage bargaining

We have assumed that wage bargaining takes place in a cooperative fashion (Equation

(3)) though alternatives are clearly possible. Of course, Nash bargaining can be related to

noncooperative alternatives (see Binmore et al., 1986) so our assumption can be generalised

but it is still interesting to consider how our model may interact with other extensive

forms. Asymmetric information models of wage bargaining (e.g. Cramton and Tracy,

1992) typically assume that the union does not know the �rm�s pro�tability (perhaps

because costs are unobservable) and strikes may ensue whilst the �rm tries to convince

30The plot supporting these claims is available from the authors on request.
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a sceptical union of the true position. Embedding such bargaining within our network

formation game may have a number of implications for this standard result. On the one

hand, if the union can observe the �rm joining a network this may act as a credible signal

about pro�tability if, as in the current setting, �rms with linkages typically enjoy higher

pro�ts than those without. If this then causes a narrowing of the union�s priors it may

reduce negotiation breakdowns and, thus, provide an incentive for denser networks in an

asymmetric information bargaining setting. On the other hand, if the union is encouraged

by these extra pro�ts to push for a higher wage (as in the hold-up strategy we have

described) linked �rms may su¤er in the product market, thereby reducing the incentive

to forge links. For now, we leave this extension for future work, noting that the results

appear potentially interesting though, at the same time, technically challenging.

8 Concluding remarks

In this article, we have developed a simple model to analyse the pattern of R&D network

formation in the presence of decentralised wage bargaining between each �rm and its

respective trade union. Goyal and Moraga-González (2001) were the �rst to develop a

model of R&D networks. In this context, �rms collaborate with others in order to pool

their R&D results and thus bene�t from the ensuing cost reductions. However, their

non-collaborating counterparts may bene�t as well, depending on the extent of (public)

spillovers. As a result, when spillovers are relatively small, a partial network emerges as a

pairwise stable architecture; while a complete network is always pairwise stable.

In this paper, we have explored an additional avenue �union bargaining power �through

which the equilibrium network structure can be in�uenced in important ways. Speci�cally,

when unions are relatively weak in the wage bargain, the desire of �rms to remain asymmet-

ric (but linked) under a partial network is high; in contrast, when the unions are relatively

strong, the equilibrium industry structure is symmetric featuring a complete R&D net-

work. To show this, we borrow an insight from Grout (1984) � the hold up problem �
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and generalise Mauleon et al. (2008) to the full range of union/�rm bargaining power.

Importantly, we generate a potential for non-existence of strongly stable R&D networks

at the intermediate levels of bargaining power not studied by Mauleon et al. In their

paper, the equilibrium network expands from �partial�to �complete�as the power to set

wages jumps from the �rm to the union; our result therefore prevents any inference that

more continuous shifts in bargaining power gradually increase the size of the equilibrium

network in a smooth fashion. While we are able to tie down more precisely the range of

bargaining power for which this inference would be true, we can equally demonstrate that

for which it is false. We show further that in our model the equilibrium R&D networks

are welfare-improving when bargaining power is either high or low, which points toward a

laissez-faire policy for collaborative R&D agreements. In contrast, intermediate levels of

bargaining power are characterised by a potential con�ict between stability and social wel-

fare, implying that governmental support toward collaborative R&D might be desirable.

In this case, the provision of R&D subsidies seems to contribute in two important respects.

It may not only promote the formation of R&D networks (thus reducing the likelihood of

a con�ict between stability and social welfare) but may also encourage �rms to carry out

more R&D investment.

As well as these analytical contributions, we feel that the paper has empirical implica-

tions. In spite of the fact that we cast the analysis in a static setting, our model might also

be relevant for the study of market dynamics. For example, our results on the break-up and

non-existence of strongly stable networks may be of help in explaining Narula and Hage-

doorn�s (1999) observation that R&D partnerships are characterised by a relatively high

failure rate. In our setting, this would happen as a result of reductions in union bargaining

power from above �00st to below it (Proposition 5).
31 In this case, as the need to bind com-

petitors into a complete network diminishes, the complete network is no longer a strongly

stable equilibrium (despite remaining pairwise stable). Clearly, other factors will also be

at work here (for example, we would need to understand why � �uctuated in a su¢ ciently

31In spite of a relatively high failure rate, as Narula and Duysters (2004, p. 202) point out, lasting
collaborative agreements in R&D �stand out in terms of their e¤ectiveness�.
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non-forecastable fashion, and why it might be easier to break up a network than to form

and maintain one �Narula and Hagedoorn discuss the resource �thresholds�necessary to

sustain networks (p. 287)): such further research might be a natural development of our

model.

Other empirical issues may also be relevant. For example, consider the cyclicality

of R&D networks observed by Roijakers and Hagedoorn (2006). Whilst, again, other

factors will surely be at play, our results suggest that the evolution of bargaining power

over time (perhaps as labour markets go through various phases of regulation) may play

a role here and could thus contribute to future research. As a further example, we note

Klette, Møen and Griliches�s (2000) evidence that the widespread adoption of R&D subsidy

programs to promote technology collaboration between �rms in OECD countries requires

a more in-depth empirical analysis of their social returns (p. 472). Our model predicts

that this is optimal at �intermediate�levels of bargaining power. Testing this prediction

would, therefore, constitute a possible test of the model as well as helping to evaluate the

optimality of policies in this area.

We have already covered some other areas for future research in Section 7, and elsewhere

in the paper (e.g. investigating how the number of �rms and the speci�cation of demand

and cost functions a¤ects our results). Examination of these issues would further enhance

our understanding of the important links between labour markets and the incentives to

engage in R&D by forming networks.
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10 Appendix B: Equilibrium outcomes

We present the equilibrium computations for the complete, star, partial and empty net-

works. The term a � �c has no in�uence on the results (i.e. it is a scale parameter) so we

can safely set it equal to 1. Let D � 468�276�+37�2; G � 225504�154224�+21168�2�

504�3+2022�4�427�5; F � 186624+1135296��935712�2+59616�3107136�4�27684�5+

1742�6; K � 93312 + 567648� � 467856�2 + 29808�3 + 53568�4 � 13842�5 + 871�6; and

H � 2808�900��342�2+109�3. We note that the linearity of the model ensures that the

second order conditions for all maximisation problems are ful�lled. Also, the equilibrium

outcomes are interior for all network architectures and any �, � 2 [0; 1].

Complete network (gc). Standard computations show that the subgame perfect Nash

equilibrium R&D outputs, quantities, pro�ts, wages, total (e¤ective R&D) investment and

social welfare of this game are

eC = 9(2� �)2=D, qC = 24(3� �)(2� �)=D;

�C = 9(2� �)2(18� 5�)(30� 11�)=D2;

wC = 32(3� �)�=D;

X(gc) = 81(2� �)2=D;

SW (gc) = 9(16848� 23328� + 11736�2 � 2536�3 + 197�4)=D2:
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Star network (gs). The subgame perfect Nash equilibrium of this game leads to

eH = 9(2� �)2(648� 252� + 54�2 � 13�3)=G;

eS = 72(2� �)2(3� �)(36� �2)=G;

qH = 24(3� �)(2� �)(648� 252� + 54�2 � 13�3)=G;

qS = 96(2� �)(3� �)2(6 + �)2=G;

�H = 9(18� 5�)(30� 11�)(2� �)2(648� 252� + 54�2 � 13�3)2=G2;

�S = 576(3� �)2(2� �)2(6 + �)2(108� 36� � �2)(36 + 12� � 7�2)=G2;

wH = 32(3� �)�(648� 252� + 54�2 � 13�3)=G;

wS = 128(3� �)2�(6 + �)2=G;

X(gs) = 9(2� �)2(5400� 1908� + 66�2 � 7�3)=G;

SW (gs) = 9(4185603072� 7105895424� + 4728865536�2 � 1665930240�3

+444154752�4 � 135084672�5 + 33191136�6 � 3967296�7

+219276�8 � 49756�9 + 7151�10)=G2:
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Partial network (gp). The subgame perfect Nash equilibrium solutions of this game are

given by

eL = 9(6� �)(2� �)2(216 + 828� � 414�2 + 37�3)=F;

eI = 9(2� �)�(18� 5�)(252� 108� + 7�2)=K;

qL = 6(3� �)(2� �)(6 + �)(216 + 828� 414�2 + 37�3)=K;

qI = 24�(3� �)(2� �)(6 + �)(252� 108� + 107�2)=K;

�L = 9(2� �)(216 + 828� � 414�2 + 37�3)2(108� 36� � �2)(36 + 12� � 7�2)=4K2,

�I = 9(2� �)2�2(252� 108� + 7�2)3(36 + 60� � 23�2)=K2;

wL = 8(3� �)�(6 + �)(216 + 828� � 414�2 + 37�3)=K;

wI = 32(3� �)�2(6 + �)(252� 108� + 7�2)=K;

X(gp) = 9(2� �)2(2592 + 14040� � 9828�2 + 1938�3 � 109�4)=K;

SW (gp) = 9(1693052928 + 16124313600� + 27008225280�2 � 81163524096�3

+51098957568�4 + 3089000448�5 � 17578736640�6 + 9110492928�7

�2317611312�8 + 324118272�9 � 23751312�10 + 726760�11 � 2147�12)=2K2:
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Empty network (ge). The subgame perfect Nash equilibrium outcomes in the empty

network lead to

eE = 9(2� �)2(18� 5�)=H, qE = 24(3� �)(2� �)(6 + �)=H;

�E = 9(2� �)2(252� 108� + 7�2)(36 + 60� � 23�2)=H2;

wE = 32(3� �)�(6 + �)=H;

X(ge) = 27(2� �)2(18� 5�)=H;

SW (ge) = 9(482112� 305856�� 203472�2+233568�3� 76404�4+10196�5� 451�6)=H2:
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11 Appendix C

Proof of Proposition 1: We �rst show that wH ? wL > wC . We note that

wH � wC =
1728(2��)3�(540�360�+63�2��3)(a��c)

(468�276�+37�2)(225504�154224�+21168�2�504�3+2022�4�427�5)
> 0 8� , � 2 [0; 1];

wL � wC =
72(2��)2�(19440�3888��27000�2+18576�3�3993�4+235�5)(a��c)

(468�276�+37�2)(93312+567648��467856�2+29808�3+53568�4�13842�5+871�6)
> 0 8�. Next,

we consider the di¤erence wH � wL. We have that wH � wL = 72(2� �)2�A(a � �c)=BC,

where A � 4199040 � 31212864� + 30676320�2 � 7507728�3 � 3524472�4 + 2675268�5 �

689166�6+80181�7�3277�8, B � �225504+154224��21168�2+504�3�2022�4+427�5

and C � 93312+ 567648�� 467856�2+29808�3+53568�4� 13842�5+871�6. Moreover,

A=BCj�=0 = � 5
25056

< 0 and A=BCj�=1 = 5306698
24648368351

> 0. It is straightforward but tedious

to check that d
d�
(A=BC) > 0. By continuity, there exists a critical value of � de�ned as

�0w = f�j A=BC = 0g, where A=BC < 0 (i.e. wH < wL) i¤ � < �0w � 0:16 and A=BC > 0

(i.e. wH > wL), otherwise. Combining this with the previous results, i.e. wH > wC and

wL > wC , and using transitivity, it follows that wH ? wL > wC .

We proceed to show that wC > wE ? wS > wI . We begin by considering the di¤erence

wC � wE. This gives us

wC � wE = 2304(3��)(2��)2�2(a��c)
(468�276�+37�2)(2808�900��342�2+109�3)

> 0 8�. Next, we have that

wE � wI = 3456(3 � �)2�
�
12� 4� � �2

�3
(a � �c)=LM > 0 8�, because L � 2808 �

900� � 342�2 + 109�3 > 0 and M � 93312 + 567648� � 467856�2 + 29808�3 + 53568�4 �

13842�5+871�6 > 0; wS�wI = 288(2��)2�(a��c)R=ST > 0 8�, because R � 3359232�

5738688�+5832000�2� 3160944�3+698544�4+16956�5� 25956�6+2091�7+55�8 > 0,

S � 225504�154224�+21168�2�504�3+2022�4�427�5 > 0 and T � 93312+567648��

467856�2 + 29808�3 + 53568�4 � 13842�5 + 871�6 > 0.

Finally, we show that wE ? wS i¤ � 7 0:94. To this end, we note that wE � wS =
288(2��)2��(a��c)

��
, where � � 11664 � 18144� + 6048�2 + 252�3 � 225�4 � �5, � � 2808 �

900� � 342�2 + 109�3 and � � 225504 � 154224� + 21168�2 � 504�3 + 2022�4 � 427�5.

Moreover, �=��j�=0 = 1
54288

> 0, �=��j�=1 = � 406
156677825

< 0 and d
d�
(�=��) < 0.

By continuity, there exists a critical value of � de�ned as �00w = f�j �=�� = 0g, where

�=�� > 0 (i.e. wE > wS) i¤ � < �
00
w � 0:94 and �=�� < 0 (i.e. wE < wS), otherwise.
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Then, by transitivity, we obtain wC > wE ? wS > wI , which completes the proof of

Proposition 1.
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